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ABSTRACT
This article combines theory on comics, narrative, and discursive
psychology and analyses how the gutter is co-constructed for
storytelling in classroom interaction. Closure of the gutter has previously
been treated as a cognitive aspect. Here, interactional video data are
analysed, with participants organizing ten separate comic panels. The
analysis focuses on participants’ talk about the gutter, and how this
constructs social actions. The results show how participants co-construct
the gutter as meaningful space, hereby organizing time, actions, and
events in narratives. The paper evinces that gutters are co-constructed
as too narrow or too broad, relating chronologically and logically to
surrounding panels. This contributes to sociocultural perspectives on
literacy and use of comics for engaging with narratives in classroom
practice.
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Introduction

Most people are familiar with comic books, or comics,1 in one form or another, having read them as
children, adolescents, or adults. Although comics have been around for over a century, and there has
been research on them as educational materials for almost as long (for a few examples see Cary, 2004;
Hammond, 2009; Pantaleo, 2013, 2015; Tilley & Weiner, 2017), it is difficult to find research on the
use of comics for doing literacy as in situ school practice (cf. Tilley & Weiner, 2017). In Sweden,
comic publishing, especially for children, has increased in the last few years (Swedish Institute for
Children’s Books, 2016). This fact, combined with an increased interest in comics as school materials
on the side of publishers (see, e.g., Egmont Publishing, 2015), has led to more public attention (af
Sandeberg, 2013; Bengts, 2013; Ohlin, 2014) given to comics. All in all, this raises questions about
how teachers and pupils work with comics in the classroom.

Working with comics, a juxtaposed pictorial narrative in sequence (cf. McCloud, 1993), means
working with a unique storytelling format (Bongco, 2000). There are many aspects of comics that
deserve attention, and only so much space in a single article. As such, the current paper focuses
on one of the distinguishing visual narrative characteristics of comics: the gutter – the blank area
between individual comic panels – the non-space, most often left empty by the comic book author
(Dittmer, 2010; Eisner, 2008; McCloud, 1993; Postema, 2013). As this article will show, however, the
reader seldom leaves these spaces empty; but how do readers go about filling these spaces in practice?
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The current article investigates an instructional activity in which a group of primary school pupils
place individual cut-out comic panels next to each other, co-constructing narratives in the created
gutter space, guided by their teacher. Through a theoretical lens of discursive psychology, narrative
theory, and comics theory, this study demonstrates how participants construct narrative structures
as social actions, rather than mental structures, to perform discourses of comics literacy, thereby pro-
ducing the gutter as a place of meaning.

The Gutter in Theory

In their very basic form comics consist of two structural parts, the panels and the gutter. In his lit-
erary study of comics, Douglas Wolk (2007) argues that one of the panel’smost important functions
is to enable pregnant moments (borrowing the term from the 1776 essay Laocoön by Gotthold
Efraim Lessing), spaces where readers contribute by giving birth “not to the next but to the space
before the next” (p. 131, emphasis added); this space is the gutter. Similarly, David Low (2012)
emphasizes “a continual, active communication between author and reader,” a process he calls gut-
terance (p. 372), taking place. Gutterance occurs when individual panels allow readers to project
coming, unknown spaces. Regardless of the size of the gutter – from broad, blank space to thin
black line – “there is always a gap between fragmented moments”, Barbara Postema (2013, p. 49)
writes, and these gaps “continuously ask to be filled” (p. 125).

The gutter provides opportunities for readers to add their own narrative details, creating a story
that transcends the panels and text. In Understanding Comics, Scott McCloud (1993) demonstrates
how this process is deliberately used by the comic book artist to leave information out in the panel-
to-panel transition, and McCloud further theorizes that this leaves it to the reader to construct the
gutter content and make the transition meaningful. Similarly, Will Eisner (2008) argues that with
comics, the reader has to “arrange the sequence of events (or pictures) so as to bridge the gaps in
action” (p. 39), although neither author has studied this reading empirically. Low (2012) does
give examples from his own teaching experiences of putting the gutter in focus, arguing that it is
important to “isolate for attention the rich meaning-making spaces of the gutter” (p. 382), and
suggests that gutters in comics challenge readers with “the task of co-authoring the entire narrative
using their own inferences” (p. 376). However, besides the anecdotal examples, he lacks empirical
studies of this practice – a gap that the current article means to fill. Similarly, Rocco Versaci
(2008) demonstrates how to use a collection of separate panels in discussing constructions of narra-
tive. This is very similar to the exercise done by the participants in the current article, but Versaci
focuses on the literary material, the comics themselves, and their possibilities for classroom work
(what could be done?), rather than the actual literacy practice done with them. As such, it is inter-
esting to further investigate this social practice in situ.

Whether one calls this visual reading process closing of the gap (Iser, 1978), closure (McCloud,
1993), or transition (Eisner, 2008), construction of the gutter is not new, and remains a process
whereby “human imagination takes two separate images and transforms them into a single idea”
(McCloud, 1993, p. 66). As a visual element the gutter may be characteristic of comics, but picture
books, film, novels, and other types of media use similar kinds of telling gaps, tell-tale gaps, gapping,
or page breaks (see, e.g., Herman, Jahn, & Ryan, 2005; Sipe & Brightman, 2009); all structural nar-
rative elements with functions similar to that of the gutter.

As an empirical example of research on readers constructing narrative visual elements, albeit not
specifically with comics, Lawrence Sipe and Anne Brightman (2009) have investigated young chil-
dren’s interpretation of page breaks in picture books. Emphasizing the semiotic significance of
the turning of the page in picture books, they investigate how second graders make meaning out
of page breaks when forming narratives. Among other things, their results show that speculation
around characters’ actions, imaginary dialogue, thoughts and feelings, change of setting, and specu-
lation on amount of time are all different ways in which children interpret the gaps. Going “well
beyond literal recall of story elements”, the authors suggest that this approach enables an “enriched
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understanding of literature” whereby children “make inferences, connecting elements by cause-and-
effect relationships, so that the story is more than a collection of incidents or isolated details” (p. 77).

Thus, the gutter is a space for reader sense-making, common to many types of fiction; thus study-
ing how a narrative is done through the construction of the gutter is relevant not only for comics, but
also a broader field of literacy.

Structuring the Comics Narrative

When structuring separate comic book panels into a sequence (e.g., a comic strip), the reader con-
structs narratives, single frames forming coherent stories recounting one or more events in a temporal
sequence (Herman et al., 2005; McCloud, 1993; Prince, 1987). Studies of narratives, regardless of the
literary format, focus on the form and function of the narratives – elements of structure, story, and plot
– and how these come together to form an organized storytelling (Culler, 1997; Prince, 1982). Concern-
ing images used for narration, Werner Wolf (2003) concludes that the narrative in visual arts is best
represented “in serial or multiphase pictures” (p. 192). Thus, building on Gerald Prince’s (1982, 1987)
theory of narratology, and a view of narratives including pictorial representations (Wolf, 2003), the
current article analyses participants’ verbal and non-verbal interactions when co-constructing
(simultaneously creating and reading) narratives with comic book panels.

So how can one study narratives in school practice? As one example, based on narrative as a cog-
nitive mode of making sense of the world (Bruner, 1986; Wells, 1986), Diane Zigo (2001) explores the
use of narrative theory with middle school pupils working with reading comprehension strategies. Her
results reveal that “nearly every child in both classrooms becamemore engaged with text andmore able
to develop and sustain interpretations of fiction and nonfiction when allowed to explore the text
through narrative” (p. 64). In Zigo’s study, both teacher and pupils engaged in narratives, either pro-
vided texts or their own constructed narratives. These varied in length from role-playing in colonial
USA stretching over several lessons, to one-sentence hypotheses in the form of “suppose that you
and I sat down at this table…” (p. 66). Zigo demonstrates pupil recall of vocabulary and use of critical
thinking through the use of narratives. She also encourages teachers to consider the value of narrative
thinking to increase pupils’ “retaining and making use of information” (p. 68).

As panel transitions are key to the sequential narrative structure of comics (Eisner, 2008; Groens-
teen, 2007; McCloud, 1993; Postema, 2013), this also makes the interactional construction of the gut-
ter important when studying how narrative structure is done in education. As indicated above, the
closing of literary gaps has often been viewed as a cognitive process whereby the individual’s mind
closes the gap between comic panels (Cohn, Jackendoff, Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2014; Iser, 1978;
Low, 2012; McCloud, 1993). Adding new perspectives to this body of knowledge, the current article
instead approaches the co-construction of comic’s narratives as a sociocultural interactional literacy
practice (cf. Gee, 1992, 2002).

Studying the Narrative Gutter as a Social Practice

In the current article, groups of nine-year-old primary school pupils and their teachers work with
separate comic book panels in the task of arranging them in sequential order and creating a story
from them. This study constitutes a microanalysis of four pupils and one teacher, offering essential
insight into the in situ interactional process of co-constructing comics narratives, and how pupils
and teacher negotiate gutter construction throughout this process.

With a focus on three primary aspects – action orientation, situation, and construction – discursive
psychology (DP) studies psychology as something participants perform in interaction, and text and talk
as inherently performing social practices (Edwards & Potter, 1992; Potter, 1996; Wiggins, 2017). The
current article treats discourses of literacy as being constructed and reconstructed by individuals and
groups in social contexts with the resources and information at the participants’ disposal (cf. Gee,
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1992, 2002).2 As such, it is not relevant how a reader constructs an idea of the gutter, or the narrative
structure, in their own mind (see, e.g., Cohn et al., 2014; Cohn, Paczynski, Jackendoff, Holcomb, &
Kuperberg, 2012), but rather how participants talk about these structures – in this case, their reading
of a sequential narrative (Bongco, 2000) – in social interaction in the context of a classroom group,
and what social action this performs. For the purposes of the analysis in the current article, pupils
and teachers are both constructing narratives (“writing”) and “reading” them in situ – as they are put-
ting together their own comic stories piece by piece, structuring and restructuring them as they go along.
As such, participants are considered simultaneous readers and producers of the comic’s narrative.

To give an example, it has been argued that, when looking at two images, the reader makes mental
connections between these images (e.g., McCloud, 1993), but the current article studies how these con-
nections would be negotiated, constructed, and reconstructed in social context, rather than as a mental
process. The narrative of sequential images is not there to begin with, but is rather something we create.
This study focuses on the social construction of narrative that happens between individuals.

As part of DP practices, video recordings, along with transcriptions of talk and movement, have
been studied with a focus on the interactional resources, sequential practices, and discourses utilized
by participants to perform social actions. Earlier research with discourse and school reading practices
include, for example, studies of dilemmas in booktalk constructions of reader identities (Eriksson,
2002; Eriksson Barajas & Aronsson, 2009). The current study adds to this by exploring how partici-
pants construct aspects of comics narrative – what would often be described as individual cognitive
structuring of narrative – as social action (Potter, 1996; Wiggins, 2017). This way, talk about the gut-
ter has been found, consisting of sequences in which participants verbally and/or physically form
narrative structures while drawing on narrational gaps. Thus, three perspectives of study come
together: school literacy practices, discursive psychology, and comic studies.

Data and Participants

The data in this article are taken from a larger dataset, created with three classes in a primary school
and one class in a secondary school. The data were recorded as part of a study of comics in education,
which involved 6 teachers and 77 pupils in Grade 3 (9 years old) and Grade 8 (14 years old) in com-
pulsory school, totalling 36 hours, or 15 lessons. The data analysed in the current article have been
taken from one class in Grade 3 and their teacher, residing in a larger city in Sweden. All names have
been changed, and images have been edited, for reasons of anonymity.

This school was working on a project in collaboration with a publishing company, Egmont Pub-
lishing, trying out the use of comics for language and literacy learning over a period of three weeks,
and the researcher was granted permission by all parties involved – publisher and teachers, as well as
pupils and their guardians – to study this process. The teachers claimed to have no previous experi-
ence working with comics, and comics are not specifically covered by the curriculum for Swedish
(although curriculum subject content related to literacy and language could of course be applied
to comics as well; see Swedish National Agency for Education, 2011). The 10 comic panels used
by the participants in the data are taken from a Donald Duck comic consisting of a total of 60 panels
(Troelstrup & Santanach, 2013) and are part of teacher material available online (Galaczy, 2013, see
also Appendix 1),3 and the teachers themselves chose what to use from this material in exchange for
feedback to the publisher. As only 10 out of 60 panels are used, there is little connection between the
panels, as will be shown and discussed below. However, this is the material as it was designed by
Egmont, and what the teachers chose to use. It should be noted that the author of the current article
is not part of the Egmont project but has merely studied it, is under no obligation to report to
Egmont, and has no connections to the publisher, financial or otherwise.

2The reader should note that, unlike Gee, this article does not have a perspective of critical discourse, but rather relates to Gee’s
notions of literacy as social discourse.

3The data were recorded before the online publication of this material. The Egmont project is ongoing at the time of writing.
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Recording and Transcription

Four video cameras and three audio recorders were used in each studied classroom in order to cap-
ture talk, gestures, gaze, and use of the comic book material. Word-for-word transcriptions of verbal
talk with notes on embodied interaction were first made by the researcher, as an aid in the first phase
of finding interactional sequences and topics of interest (cf. Linell, 1994). At this point, the record-
ings were reviewed (or “read,” cf. Wiggins, 2017) for possible sequences of interaction in which par-
ticipants engaged with comics as part of social action – this could include assessments, extreme case
formulations, or other discursive devices (Wiggins, 2017) – as relevant to the overarching research
interest of doing literacy with comics. Note that at this stage a specific device did not need to be
identified. Merely finding a potential one could be grounds for saving it for further analysis. As
sequences were selected for further review and analysis (see below for details on the methodology),
detailed written transcriptions were made based on the Jeffersonian style (Jefferson, 2004, see also
Appendix 2). This transcription covers talk, but also embodied actions. However, in order to not
clutter transcriptions needlessly, aspects such as body language, gesture, or gaze were only included
in the transcription if considered relevant for the analysed social action. As the analysis is made from
the original Swedish talk, this is the basis of the transcription. In the process of writing the article, the
transcripts have been translated into English by the author, and proofread by a professional trans-
lator whose native language is English.

Comic panels4 are attached in Appendix 1, and have been numbered in the article excerpts for the
sake of reference. The panels were not numbered in the classroom, and have no specific order for the
participants. Comic panels made relevant as part of the interaction are shown in the transcripts, and
when participants’ embodied action is of specific interest, frame grabs from the video data are also
shown.

Using Discursive Psychology to Analyse Literacy Practices

Investigating interactional aspects such as intonation, repetition of phrases and words, upgrades, and
participants’ physical and verbal manipulations of panels and panel structure, the excerpts have been
analysed systematically and repeatedly, using a participant-oriented perspective, asking how a certain
action is performed (Wiggins, 2017). A collection of 17 excerpts has been compiled, wherein talk
about the gutter is made interactionally relevant. Since this seems to be an unexplored phenomenon,
it was relevant to allow enough space to properly unpack the events shown; therefore, two excerpts
were analysed in detail and are presented in this article as representative of the two different aspects
of gutter talk analysed here. These two excerpts are taken from the same lesson, described further
below.

Drawing on the above, the current article uses a discursive psychological methodology, while
building on narrative theory and comics theory around the gutter.

Aim

The aim of the article is to contribute to the study of literacy, comic studies, and discursive psychol-
ogy, by demonstrating how classroom participants socially construct and negotiate the gutter of
comics as a narrative space, something usually thought of as a mental construction. This impacts
classroom work on literacy, and shows how working with comics can influence teaching narrative,
causal relations, and the use of images for storytelling. The following questions guide the analysis:

. How do participants construct the gutter as part of the comics narrative?

. How do participants negotiate their gutter construction as part of the group’s comics narrative?

4All comic book panels in the excerpts are © DISNEY and are used with permission.
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Co-constructing a Comics Narrative in the Gutter

The following analysis demonstrates how the teacher orients to a physically non-existent narrative
structure, using manipulation of the physical panels, as well as verbal talk, to construct narrative con-
tent between two comic book panels. The first excerpt shows how participants negotiate narrative
actions and events as constructed in the gutter, rather than in the panels themselves, which demon-
strates the strength of the gutter as a narrative space in making these events and actions possible. The
second excerpt then shows that the gutter is not limitless, and that surrounding panels guide the par-
ticipants in negotiating this narrative space into something that logically fills out the space between.
These negotiations are done both verbally and physically, through the placement and re-placement
of panels, pointing, and so on, and often focus on a co-construction, with the teacher emphasizing
agreement within the group, using verbal markers to indicate cohesion, rather than dissonance,
between members.

In the two excerpts presented here, a group consisting of four pupils and their teacher, Anna, are
working with an assignment in which they are making a story sequence out of 10 separate comic strip
panels. The pupils’ task is to create a story using all 10 panels (see Appendix 2), in any order. The
main goal of this task, as presented by the teacher, is to cooperate, discuss, and construct a story,
paste the panels onto two posters, and write the story below the panels. As such, there is no correct
solution to the puzzle of comic images, as far as the participants are concerned, even though the
images are designed in a certain order in the comic book from which they are taken.

Actions and Events in the Gutter

In Excerpt 1, participants argue for a construction of the gutter focusing on what events and actions
could take place in this space, and their arguments further relate to what limits the gutter can have.
As the excerpt starts, the group is deciding what the second panel will be in the sequence (they have
already decided on panel 9 as the first). The teacher, Anna, has the first turn:

Excerpt 1. Sonya (s), Eddie (e), Lisa (l), Malin (m), pupils; Anna (A), teacher.

1 A: då ta vi bort den (.) finns de nån fler bild vi kan ta bort?
so we’ll take that off ((puts panel 1 to the side)) (.) is there another panel we can take off?

2 e: ((holding panel 5))

Figure 1. Panel 5 © Disney, used with permission.
3 s: DEN ((panel 5))

THAT
4 m: [nä: ]

[naaw]

5 e: [jo ] (.) den ((panel 5)) (.) han bli-
[yes ] (.) that (.) he is-

6 l: attackerad av sin [farbror]
attacked by his [uncle]

7 A: [här ] händer ju faktiskt nånting här emellan
((puts panel 5 next to panel 9))

[here ] something of course actually happens here in between

6 L. WALLNER



Figure 2. Panel 9 © Disney, used with permission.
((Panel sequence on the A3 poster))

Figure 3. Panel sequence © Disney, used with permission.

8 A: ((points between panels 9 & 5))
som vi inte vet så därför kan vi nog inte sätta
that we don’t know so therefore we might not be able to put

Figure 4. between.
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9 A: ((points to panel 9))

Figure 5. right
10 A: ihop dom ä ni me på de?

((points to panel 5))
them together are you with me?

Figure 6. left
11 x: mm

mm

In line 1, there is already a potential gutter being constructed, with one panel placed down, and
another to be put next to it. The teacher, Anna, asks what panels the pupils want to rule out as a
possible second panel in their comic strip. Sonya suggests removing panel 5, and as Lisa and
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Eddie start to describe this panel (lines 5–6), Anna gives an argument for why panel 5 could not fol-
low panel 9, because “something of course actually happens here in between” (7) while pointing with
her hand between the two panels (Figure 4).

Thus, the participants orient to the panels as a sequential narrative progression (Eisner, 2008;
Herman et al., 2005; McCloud, 1993), as is customary in the comics format. The 10 panels, fragmen-
ted though they may be, are intended to form a unified temporal story, a temporal code (Postema,
2013), having what Thierry Groensteen (2007) calls iconic solidarity, whereby separate panels are
interdependent due to how they are presented – thus the importance of their relative placements.
By physically placing two panels together in a sequence and adding a progression of time between
each panel “something of course actually happens here” (7), the participants enable a construction
of (the beginning of) a narrative, making the individual panels sequentially relevant to each other (cf.
Dittmer, 2010). This is similar to the bilingual participants in Cromdal’s (2003) study who create
cartoon strips, with Cromdal analysing the role of language in negotiating and accomplishing
power over the produced narrative.

Here, Anna could be referring to the original story from which these panels are taken, but regard-
less of her intention (since we are not privy to it), the way she encourages the pupils to regard the
iconic solidarity of the images is interesting. Her focus on the gutter as “something” (7) constructs
this as a mental, imagined construction (that there is something missing between the panels), which
she negotiates with the pupils: “are you with me?” (10). McCloud (1993) claims that the mind makes
sequences out of separate images. Here, Anna does not have access to the minds of her pupils (see,
e.g., Osvaldsson, 2016), and cannot know how they would structure the narrative. As such, she
instead co-constructs this part of the narrative in situ, through the physical placement and re-place-
ment of panels, as well as verbal phrasings to build up the structure and suggest agreement between
the participants.

As an experiential function of narrative, “time can only be linked, in memory or in imagination,
with a past and a future” (Wolf, 2003, p. 184). These participants orient to a time progression not
indicated in the individual panels but one constructed from their view of the panel sequence (e.g.,
something happens in between; placing them together or not; etc. cf. McCloud (1993), who demon-
strates how time can be shown within an individual panel). This construction happens in the gutter
between panels. Through construction of the gutter, readers assemble the individual comic book
panels into a single, temporally sequential, narrative story.

Sonya’s suggestion to remove panel 5 (line 3) creates a hypothetical gutter (even though the panel
is not yet physically on the table), an action requiring consideration from the group. As Eddie and
Lisa are describing panel 5, Anna takes it from Lisa (who is holding it at the time) and places it next
to panel 9 on the table (line 7). This action by the teacher creates a visible physical gutter observable
by the group, rather than merely a hypothetical one, demonstrating how the physical manipulation
of the material can serve to help the pupils in their reasoning. This demonstrates how the partici-
pants co-construct, and continue to reconstruct, this as a hypothetical narrative, using different
panels for suggestions – utilizing different members’ individual suggestions and making them public
(cf. Peplow, Swann, Trimarco, & Whiteley, 2016).

In lines 7–10, Anna, the teacher, claims that something happens in that gutter, something
unknown to the participants. Note that there is no clear disagreement here; Sonya, a pupil, suggests
that panel 5 should be removed, and Anna makes no apparent objection to this. Her act of physically
placing the panels next to each other could be viewed as a way of arguing for a suggested sequence.
However, she instead seems to concern herself with how the process of elimination is being done. She
bases this on sense-making of the gutter; what hypothetical actions and events could take place there.

The unknown event in the gutter is used as an argument for why panel 5 should not follow panel 9
“therefore we might not be able to put them together” (8–10). As a narrative experience, reading
comic books “incorporates a great deal of openness and ambiguity” (Dittmer, 2010, p. 225). Anna
points to a logical gap in the narrative structure, which occurs in the gutter. With panel 5 following
panel 9, she has not been given a story that makes logical sense (we could imagine an event
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connecting the two panels logically, but none has been suggested here). This shows that the created
gutter does not sufficiently explain how one panel leads to the next, which demonstrates that there
are certain limitations on the gutter. When the upper limits of what the gutter can contain are passed,
when too much needs to be put between two panels for the sequence to make sense, it might be the
case that another panel needs to be put there instead.

Anna performs the action of explaining this to the pupils through the use of certain words: “of
course” (7, in Swedish: ju), and “actually” (7, in Swedish: faktiskt), designing her action as an obser-
vation of something as being common knowledge between her and the pupils (Heinemann, Lind-
ström, & Steensig, 2011).5 Finally, she asks, “are you with me?” (10), either seeking agreement
from the pupils, or checking for their understanding (neither her formulation nor the pupils’
response in line 11 suggests which interpretation is more valid; for different varieties of seeking
joint knowledge, see, e.g., Edwards & Mercer, 1987). Thus, she seeks confirmation on the co-con-
struction of this narrative, highlighting their role (in the next excerpt, she also reconstructs the nar-
ratives the pupils present) rather than merely designing it herself.

The panels used in this excerpt are complex, with a high level of detail and a low level of connection
between them (representing only a sixth of the original story). Because of this, participants cannot find
a correct narrative (a normatively correct solution), insomuch that the panels are clearly related to each
other and follow a specific order; there is no solution or common-sense coherence, so participants need
to construct the narrative. So it makes sense that the pupils need to cooperate to construct a narrative
from these panels and, as a result of this, the teacher needs to do instructive work on how the pupils can
tackle the different obstacles they encounter, and how they argue around this.

What Anna ends up doing in Excerpt 1 pinpoints the co-construction of the gutter as a way to
expand the possibilities of actions and events in the narrative storytelling sequence. Her pupils
might have to consider other possible options for their story than merely what they see; that is,
they need to construct some of the narrative action in the gutter. Peplow et al. (2016) demonstrate
how readers develop joint readings and interpretations of texts that are read, and how their views
develop through these joint constructions. In the current article, co-constructions of the gutter,
through embodied and verbal communication, enable participants to be creative with the material
and add more of their own ideas to that which is already shown; to engage with and co-create the
story from the panels, instead of merely placing one panel after another and describing what is in
them. Of course, as the panels in the assignment were specifically selected (when the publisher
designed the material) as having large narrative gaps between them, one could argue that this
makes the assignment unrealistic in regard to regular comics reading. However, even when the
panels are more closely interconnected, Versaci (2008) argues that “it is not simply a matter of reas-
sembling a linear narrative” (99). The expansion of the gutter here is done as an instruction on the
practice of creating narratives, whereby pupils need to consider gaps in the text, and, when necessary,
change the sequential order of their story elements in order to better accommodate these gaps. This
also performs an action of reflecting on this practice; to consider, as a group, the different aspects of
the panels, and the gutter the participants construct between them. This way, the teacher, Anna,
guides the pupils into formalising and negotiating the elimination procedure, instead of doing it
arbitrarily.

The two aspects of time and activity must be addressed here, as they are narratively entangled.
Events and actions could not take place without a time dimension through which to take place
(cf. Herman et al., 2005). A regular sequence of comic book panels has an almost inherent beat across
the page, making it possible for time to pass from one panel to another even without anything in
them visually changing (Eisner, 2008; McCloud, 1993; Postema, 2013). Here, since the panels are
separated, and of different sizes (which can affect the time perspective; see, e.g., Eisner, 2008;
McCloud, 1993), this means that the participants are responsible for the creation of the gutters as

5For a discussion on the use of ju, see Josephson (2011) and of course, see Stivers (2011).
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dynamic spaces where actions and events need to be constructed, in relation to time, in order to
make logical sense. This will be further explored in the next section.

Defining the Gutter Limits

In Excerpt 1, Anna’s construction of the gutter shows a transition of time and space, an opportunity
for something to take place, “something… that we don’t know” (7–8). She does this both verbally,
“here”, and physically, by placing panels next to each other and pointing between them (Excerpt 1,
Figure 4). This might seem self-evident, but shifting panels can also change the reader’s perspective,
instead of moving the objects or characters within them (McCloud, 1993). However, it is also an
action of showing how much time could realistically take place in the transition between the two
panels.

In the second excerpt, it will be further demonstrated how the gutter works in relation to this logic
of the narrative structure as a whole, in contrast to the view of individual panels; and a pedagogical
problem that arises from this will be noted.

At this point in the lesson, the participants have placed four panels in sequence on their poster
(identifying which panels is not relevant here). They are now negotiating whether or not a helicopter
in panel 9 is the same one as those shown in other panels, as Anna, the teacher, interrupts the
discussion:

Excerpt 2. Eddie (e), Sonya (s) Malin (m), pupils; Anna (A), teacher.

1 s: det finns många helikoptrar de e inte bara en
there are a lot of helicopters it’s not just one

2 A: men vet ni va? (.) ja tror så här ni kan inte (.) här e ju tio
stycken bilder,
but you know what? (.) I think like this you can’t (.) here are of
course ten panels,

3 ?: mm
mm

4 A: ni kan inte fastna i å tänka att (.) den ena bilden ska ge (.)
exakta ledtrådar till nästa bild > ja vet inte riktigt hur ja ska
förklara de för er < för-
you can’t get stuck in thinking that (.) the one panel will give (.)
exact clues to the next panel > I don’t know exactly how I can explain it
to you < becau-

5 e: hur ska dom låna bil,=
how’re they borrowing a car,=

6 A: =mali-
=mali-

7 ?: här e de pengar
here it is money

8 A: malin säger att (.) han kalle här han kommer in till den här
farbrorn? (.) å så frågar han kan ja få låna en bil > va de så du
mena<
malin says that (.) him Donald here he comes in to this here man?
((points to panel 4)) (.) and then he asks can I borrow a car > was that
what you meant<

9 m: ja
yes

Here, Anna demonstrates a need to consider the panels as a whole, and how participants need to
construct at least a minimum of gutter between panels in order for them to fit logically within the
sequence. In Excerpt 1, participants worked with one panel at a time, through a process of elimin-
ation. In Excerpt 2, however, Anna instead orients to this panel-to-panel thinking as a problem,
evinced in her use of “but,” “I think like this,” and “you can’t” (line 2), placing her in opposition
to the prior utterances (an argument culminating in the first line of the excerpt as Sonya states
that there are many helicopters). At the same time, Anna is not disagreeing with the specific
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sequence the pupils are suggesting; rather, she is interfering with an ongoing argument that is not
constructive. The pupils are not reaching an agreement on how to proceed; after half the lesson,
they have still only placed four panels out of ten down. From a teacher’s perspective, Anna demon-
strates a desire for the pupils to finish the task at hand, preferably during this lesson – which requires
agreement on their part.

In order to bring the group back on track, Anna again uses the phrasing “here are of course ten
panels” (2, emphasis added), asserting a common-sense view (Heinemann et al., 2011; cf. Josephson,
2011; Stivers, 2011), possibly as a way to unite the divided group. As shown, she addresses the total
number of panels on the table. The pupils have the panels in front of them, and can count them if
need be, so there is no need to inform them of the actual number. Rather, this is an attempt to help
them avoid getting “stuck” (4) in thinking from “one panel [---] to the next” (4), but to look through,
consider, and reconsider the entirety of the ten panels (cf. Chute, 2008).

Throughout the two excerpts, the teacher’s actions offer two different ways for the pupils to con-
struct their comic book sequence: through engaging either individual panels or the collective set of
panels. Both these methods result in problems for the group. As demonstrated earlier, the pupils in
Excerpt 2 use details (helicopters) in the panels to determine the order in which they should be
placed. The amount of detail in the panels guides the discussion around the narrative and what pos-
sibilities the participants have in constructing the story. If, for instance, the illustrator had included a
clock in these frames, or if the sky outside had been indicative of some progression of time (cf.
McCloud, 1993), this discussion could have been completely different. Anna, perhaps aware of
the low level of connectedness of the panels (it is not clear whether or not she has read the original
comic), asserts that the pupils’ search for “exact clues” (4) within individual panels (the way they
have worked so far – constructing minimal gutter action) is not helpful, and that instead a certain
amount of content or action must take place in the gutter. In Excerpt 1, Anna orients to an upper
limit to how much content can be constructed in the gutter in order for the story to be logically
sound. In Excerpt 2, this stated upper limit instead becomes a problem. This shows that the gutter
can also be considered too small if the pupils do not account for an appropriate (logical) amount of
action taking place within it. The pupils seem to have adopted the practice of not using too much
gutter almost too well, and instead the problem becomes that they do not construct enough content
in the gutter. Hillary Chute (2008) describes this combination of panel and gutter reading as an
“often disjunctive back-and-forth of reading and looking for meaning” (p. 452), something that is
put into practice by these participants in their constructions. Readers (and, in this case, they can
also be considered producers) use panels as a scaffold for constructing gutter content.

Furthermore, Anna construes this as a pedagogical issue of conflicting instructions, evinced in her
utterance “I don’t know exactly how I can explain it to you” (4), orienting to this as a problem for her
as an instructor. As an account of working with readers’ narrative competence (Culler, 1997), this
shows that the construction of logical structure through the use of comic panels is no easy task. Gut-
ter limitations are thus constructed by the participants in their reasoning, both concerning individual
panels relating to each other (can panel 5 fit together with panel 9?) and when regarding the narrative
as a whole. When the pupils cannot use details in the individual panels to motivate how to put them
together, they must instead use the space of the gutter to create the transition from panel to panel
(Eisner, 2008) and co-construct what is needed to complete their narrative.

Concluding Remarks

The participants in this article, four pupils and a teacher in Grade 3, use 10 comic book panels to co-
construct their own comics narrative, negotiating the placement and sequence of the panels. With
the aim of contributing to literacy studies, comic studies and discursive psychology, demonstrating
how classroom participants socially co-construct and negotiate the comics gutter as a narrative
space, this article shows how the group expresses formulations of narrative structure, when it
comes to not only singular gutters between individual panels, but also larger structures, and the
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whole of the sequence. Talk about gutter, or gutter talk, is a multimodal action, both physically creat-
ing gutters through the placement and re-placement of the sequence of comic panels, and verbally
constructing the space between panels.

This article shows how four pupils and their teacher negotiate different narrative structures.
Through the co-construction of the gutter, two distinct actions are performed.

A co-construction of the gutter is done to display a progression of time, events, and actions taking
place between two panels, as well as throughout the whole of the sequence. This is a significant nar-
rative aspect, as the co-construction and reconstruction is negotiated between members, resulting in
a narrative sequence (cf. Peplow et al., 2016). The content of individual panels is talked about in a
descriptive way (how these descriptions are framed and phrased could, itself, be further explored in
future studies), while gutter content by necessity must be constructed with more or less attachment
to panel content. This allows individual pupils to make creative contributions to the collective nar-
rative process, demonstrating their interpretations of separate panels, as well as the panel structure as
a whole. The teacher plays a significant role in this, guiding the pupils in their talk, and pushing them
to consider the content between panels, as well as the panels themselves.

Participants also perform actions of creating logical connections between panels when construct-
ing narrative content in the gutter, using details in the panels for their arguments. Not just any
events, or any amount of time, can go into the gutter; rather, participants need to agree on a con-
struction that makes logical sense for the narrative sequence. The gutter can be constructed as too
small (e.g., when readers attempt to link narrative details in two panels directly to each other without
any intervening actions or events), but also as too large (e.g., when the constructed gutter content
does not sufficiently explain the succeeding panel). The orientation to this coherence in the comics
narrative storytelling is maintained by both teacher and pupils, and participants actively negotiate
modifications and alternatives to suggested stories, due to disruptions to the narrative: in either
time, actions and events, or coherent storytelling.

David Low (2012) suggested that pupils be given “a complex series of images” and a task to
rearrange them to tell a unique story. It was his experience that “in constructing a new narrative
using existing panels, the student recognizes the potential for meaning-making that exists outside
the panels themselves” (p. 380). This article puts this idea into practice, developing the theories of
closure and gapping (e.g., McCloud, 1993) as aspects of the mind, and showing instead how teachers
work instructively with pupils to make sense of the gutter, how these participants negotiate the co-
construction of narrative content, and how they utilize this space as an interactional resource for
creating comics narratives.

As an addition to existing research on literacy using a sociocultural perspective (see, e.g., Gee,
1992), the current article shows how teachers and pupils construct narrative structures physically
as well as verbally, demonstrating the usefulness of comics as visual sequential material when it
comes to working with narratives. This, of course, also provides interesting contributions to
comic studies – where a perspective of social interaction and sociocultural context is useful – as
well as discursive psychology, in which participants’ construction of cognitive aspects, such as nar-
rative, in social contexts, expands on how DP can be utilized to study classroom activities. Further
studying pupil group work with comics opens up for other potential avenues of visual/comics lit-
eracy, narrative theory, and discursive psychology.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Comic panels

Panel 1. © Disney, used with permission.

Panel 2. © Disney, used with permission.
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Panel 3. © Disney, used with permission.

Panel 4. © Disney, used with permission.
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Panel 5. © Disney, used with permission.

Panel 6. © Disney, used with permission.

Panel 7. © Disney, used with permission.
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Panel 8. © Disney, used with permission.

Panel 9. © Disney, used with permission.
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Panel 10. © Disney, used with permission.

Appendix 2: Transcription conventions (after Jefferson, 2004)

(.) Indicates short hearable pause.
(..) Indicates longer hearable pause.
x (in speaker column) Indicates several simultaneous speakers.
? (in speaker column) Indicates unknown speaker.
? Indicates rising intonation.
. Indicates falling intonation.
, Indicates continuing intonation.
= Indicates latching, i.e., talk without any pause.
(()) Embeds description of non-verbal activity as well as author’s comments.
[ ] Indicates beginning and end of overlapping speech.
(guess) Indicates a guess of what is being said in unclear speech.
underlined Indicates emphasis of word or syllable.
: Indicates prolongation of the preceding sound.
- Indicates sudden stop in speech.
_: Indicates an up-to-down intonation.
↑word↑ Indicates a markedly higher pitch.
CAPITAL LETTERS Indicates talk louder than surrounding talk.
° ° Embeds talk quieter or softer than surrounding talk.
> < Embeds talk produced faster than surrounding talk.
.h Indicates hearable inhalation.
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